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Where We Are: Current Issues
(no particular order)

A. We are discovering more small bodies than ever
before but characterization lags behind.
-- e.g., only 2% of known NEAs have IR spectra; tiny

fraction of TNOs have composition constraints; etc.
-- how many objects do you need to study before you

‘know’ enough about the ensemble properties?

B. Debiassing the discovery rate is difficult for many
populations.
-- crucial for understanding the underlying true population.
-- has not yet been done for most surveys.
-- is it especially hard for faint fuzzies (i.e. comets)?



Where We Are: Current Issues
(no particular order)

C. Some physical studies require large amounts of
telescope time, including 8-m time.
-- e.g., spectra of >21st magnitude objects.
-- could we get enough access?
-- is the classical observing mode going away?
-- how much characterization can be done by surveys?



Where We Are: Current Issues
(no particular order)

D. Many ensemble properties change as a function
of object size, so it is important to study the small-
end members.

-- how small is ‘small’?
-- smallest (= faintest) objects are often the most

interesting!
-- why: e.g. more likely to get hit by a small asteroid; a

small asteroid could have had different evolution; etc.



Where We Are: Current Issues
(no particular order)

E. Many small-body populations are evolutionarily
connected, requiring size-matching to make
physical/compositional connections.
-- e.g. TNOs → Centaurs → JFCs, yet we’re not yet

studying the same size objects across these groups.

F. Great diversity exists within a single population;
we need to see many objects in detail to be able
to understand the variations.
-- but how do we know when we’ve seen ‘enough’

diversity?
-- and how many objects are feasible to study?



Where We Are: Current Issues
(no particular order)

G. We need more observational experiments that
would test overall models of small-body
origins/evolution.

-- e.g., how to test the Nice model? how to test models of
planetesimal/cometesimal accretion?

H. We need to figure out the composition of objects
that are spectroscopically featureless.

-- more lab work?
-- more in-situ measurements?



Where We Are: Current Issues
(no particular order)

I. We need to figure out the composition of objects
even though we’re only sampling a very thin,
optically-active layer.

-- e.g. which layer do a comet’s coma species originate
from?

-- how is the interior of an asteroid different from its
surface?



Future Considerations?
(no particular order)

A. Pan-STARRS and LSST could potentially
revolutionize population statistics and color
distributions for lots of subpopulations.

-- and perhaps rotation periods, from sparse sampling?
-- and cometary activity trends?
-- but some things won’t be seen (e.g. 10 km TNOs).



Future Considerations?
(no particular order)

B. Infrared observations will be crucial for
characterization (cf. WISE) and in some cases
could make discovery rates easier.

-- e.g. we could satisfy the 90%/140m NEA goal in a few
years with a modest IR space telescope.

-- near-infrared gets you more composition diagnostics.
-- mid-infrared gets you thermophysical properties of

surface.
-- far-infrared/sub-mm gets you more composition, deeper

structure.



Future Considerations?
(no particular order)

C. Systematic rummaging through archival datasets
will be productive.

-- this is happening now with Spitzer imaging.

D. There are potential (small/Disc/NF) spacecraft
missions that would be useful for identification
and characterization.

-- dedicated survey from space.
-- visits to multiple varieties of objects within a population

(e.g. Contour-like missions).



Should the Roadmap include a
summary of each population?

Jupiter-Family Comets
Halley-Family Comets
Sungrazing Families
Main-Belt Comets
Interstellar Comets
Extinct Ecliptic Comets
Damocloids
Centaurs
Scattered Disk Objects
Cold Classical TNOs

Near-Earth Asteroids
Inner Earth Objects
Mars-crossers
Main-Belt Asteroids
  (field, families, groups)
Jovian Trojans
Trojans of other planets
Irregular Satellites
Resonant TNOs
Hot Classical TNOs



What else?


